UNIVERSITY STUDIES (US)

I. Foundations
A. Composition
   □ ENG 100 or 101 (for WCE Admission)
   □ ENG 200 or 201 (for WCE Admission)
   or
   □ ENG 103 (for WCE Admission)
B. Lifetime Wellness
   □ PED 101
C. Mathematics & Statistics
   □ MAT (for WCE Admission)
      - MAT 141 or MAT 142 suggested
D. Foreign Language Proficiency
   □ Proficiency through 201 level or through 102 level in a
      language not previously studied
E. First Year Seminar (waived for transfers)
   □ UNI 101

II. Approaches and Perspectives
A. Aesthetic, Interpretive & Literary Perspectives
B. Historical & Philosophical Approaches
C. Scientific Approaches to the Natural World
   □ Lab Science (for WCE Admission)
D. Understanding Human Institutions & Behaviors
   □ EDN 203 (WCE Professional Core)
   □ PSY 105 (pre-requisite to major requirement)
E. Living in Our Diverse Nation
   □ EDN/L 200
F. Living in a Global Society
   □

III. Thematic Trans disciplinary Cluster WAIVED

IV. Building Competencies
A. Writing Intensive
   □ EDN 352 (admission to WCE & required & for major)
A. Information Literacy
   □ EDN 303 (WCE Professional Core)

C. Quantitative and Logical Reasoning
   □
V. Explorations Beyond the Classroom
   □ EDN 318 (admission to WCE & required & for major)
V. Capstone Courses
   □ EDN 411 (admission to WCE & required for major)

MAJOR REQUIREMENTS

Courses Allowed Before WCE Admission
WCE Professional Core & Middle Grades Courses
   □ EDN/L 200 (co-requisites)
   □ EDN 203
   □ EDN 301 (prior to WCE restricted courses)
   □ EDN 303
   □ PSY 221 or PSY 223 (PSY 105 pre-requisite)

Academic Concentration Courses (6-8 credit hours)
Two (2) of these should be fulfilled by US course selections
Total of 24 credit hours required before final semester
   □
   □

Additional Teaching Field Courses (6-8 credit hours)
Two (2) of these should be fulfilled by US course selections
Total of 18 credit hours required before final semester
   □
   □

SEMESTER 1 - Spring Start (18 credit hours)
Must be admitted to WCE prior to course start
   □ EDN 318 □ Concentration  
   □ EDN 320 □ Teaching field 
   □ EDN 352 □ Concentration 

SEMESTER 2 – Fall Methods (16 credit hours)
Requires field hours in addition to classwork
These education courses are only offered in the fall and
have pre-requisites. See course catalog.
   □ EDN* □ Concentration:
   □ EDN* □ Teaching field:
   □ EDN 439 □ Concentration:

*323 Math; 335 Soc Studies; 338 Science; 355 Lang Arts

SEMESTER 3 – Internship (final semester, 12 credit hours)
No additional courses allowed in this semester
   □ EDN 411
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